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The finished Year 7/8 Toothbrush
Racks, made in DT on the laser
cutter, were a great success.
They were imaginative and colourful
and the students agreed they would
stop any germs spreading by
keeping them apart and dry.
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Ice Skating
Buried Bones
On Wednesday evening,
Luke excavated some
dinosaur bones. Luke and
Callum spent a long time
collecting and examining
the bones.

FE Lenny

Year 11 went ice skating at the Royal Pavilion on Monday to learn more
about friction for their science lessons.

On Wednesday evening Lenny
went out shopping. He really liked
the comic book store. Lenny’s
favourite comic book hero is
Spiderman.

11P were fantastic and luckily the rain stopped for the session!

House Prize
The winner this week is

David

Housepoints
Last week the score was
Blue 14 Yellow 14
This week Alice and Scott got
points for Blue. Well done!

Blue 16 Yellow 14

Hockey Sticks
On Tuesday evening at Hockey
Club, Beth, Catherine and Gabriel
were given their own hockey
sticks by their coach, Wendy.
They were really happy because
they like playing hockey.

— Ms Mundy & Ms Francis

Skeletons
& Organs
Yr 9 are learning about
the skeleton and organs they have put together
these very complicated
bodies.

Year 10 Art Club
Mr Kent has set up an Art Club for
Year 10. It will be every Thursday
at lunchtime, 1.20 – 1.50pm. There
is only space for
6 Year 10s…
if you are
interested,
remember to
write your name
on the list on
the pupils
noticeboard.

New Website
HLSC has improved our website.
It is more modern and has more
information on it. We used a lot of
photographs on the website so
have a look and see if you find
some special memories.

Old Games
On Wednesday evening, Callum,
Luke, Patrick and
John played at No. 1.
They tried some old
fashioned games like
compendium, jacks,
pick up sticks,
marbles and dominos.
They loved it!

I am super
excited
because on
Saturday I am
going to London
to see Peter
Pan Goes
Wrong. — Ed

Cooking

The Trug

On Monday evening,
the No. 15 girls made
a creamy chicken
pasta for their
dinner. For pudding
they
made
syrup
cupcakes.

Year 6’s trug has been put in
reception waiting area. There is
lots of natural light and warmth
too. Year 6 will be able to grow
some vegetables in their trug.
Heather (Reception) said,
“We are looking forward

to getting
our fresh
supplies of
salad!”

Peter Pan
Goes Wrong

Baking For Elvis
On Wednesday evening, FE girls
Rachel, Leah and Lara did some
home baking. They made
chocolate brownies to celebrate
Elvis Presley's 81st birthday!
Lara said, "He is the king."
Leah said, "Delicious cake."
Rachel said, " yummy yummy
in my tummy."

